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Abstract—The ability to capture different levels of abstraction
in a system model is especially important for remote integration,
testing/verification, and manufacturing of cyber-physical systems
(CPSs). However, the complexity of modelling and testing of
CPSs makes these processes extremely prone to human error. In
this paper we present our ongoing work on introducing human-
centred considerations into modelling and testing of CPSs, which
allow for agile iterative refinement processes of different levels of
abstraction when errors are discovered or missing information
is completed.
Index Terms—Testing, human factors, cyber-physical systems
I. INTRODUCTION
An appropriate system model provides a better overview as
well as the ability to fix more inconsistencies more effectively
and earlier in system development life cycle, reducing overall
effort and cost. Nevertheless, modelling assumes abstraction
of several aspects, especially the modelling of cyber-physical
systems (CPSs) on the level when we represent physical
components and the corresponding properties. Even a very
precise model cannot fully substitute for a real system. Many
approaches on CPSs omit an abstract logical level of the
system representation and lose the advantages of the abstract
representation. Some researchers [20], [28] suggested using a
platform-independent architectural design in the early stages
of system development. The approach presented by Sapienza
et al. [20] introduces the idea of pushing hardware- and
software-dependent design as late as possible. In comparison
to [20], the focus of [28] is on adaptation and generalisation
of the software development methodologies. In our work, we
extend these ideas by combining integration of quality-oriented
aspects into the architectural levels with integration of human-
oriented aspects into the process of system testing.
In the context of quality-oriented aspects, we propose
a testing methodology for CPSs which integrates different
abstraction levels of the system representation. The crucial
points for each abstraction level are (i) whether we really
require the whole representation of a system to analyse its
core properties, and (ii) which test cases are required on this
level. In many cases, it is enough to represent some parts
of the system that are relevant to a concrete purpose. This
approach is based on the idea of refinement-based development
of complex, interactive systems [2], [3], [23]–[25].
The above refinement can be thought of as static: once the
abstraction levels have been determined, they remain fixed
throughout the test planning process. In practice, however,
due to the complex and error prone character of modelling
and test planning, the modeller/tester often makes mistakes
and may revisit the different levels of abstractions to make
dynamic refinements. An underlying theory is therefore needed
to understand how such dynamic refinements of one level of
abstraction affects the other levels. This theory can be then
used as a basis for developing tools supporting the human
modeller/tester in such refinements.
Our aim, therefore, is to extend our previous work on
remote cyber-physical integration/interoperability testing [13],
[14] by introducing human-centric elements into it, along
the lines of Human-Centred Agile Test Design (HCATD, cf.
[39]). This is particularly important as, by the Engineering
Error Paradigm [18], humans are seen as they are almost
equivalent to software and hardware components in the sense
of operation with data and other components, but at the same
time humans are seen as the “most unreliable component” of
the total system. Thus, in the case of testing of a CPS the “most
unreliable component” would be the tester. The Engineering
Error Paradigm suggest designing humans out of the main
system actions through automatisation of some system design
steps is considered as a proposal for reducing risk.
The main idea of HCATD is explicitly acknowledging that
that the tester’s activity is not error-proof: errors can happen,
both in the model and the test plan, and should be taken into
account. More concretely, discovery of an error or incomplete
information may cause the tester to return to the model and
refine it, which in its turn may induce further changes in the
existing test plan. The term ‘agile’ is meant to reflect the
iterative and incremental nature of the process of modelling
and test planning.
Contributions: We propose a human-centered agile mod-
elling and testing approach for cyber-physical systems, which
combines two types of refinements: static (or system-oriented,
meant to hide unnecessary details) and dynamic (or tester-
oriented, meant to provide the ability to correct and complete
the developed artefacts). Developing appropriate tools for sup-
porting this new paradigm may increase efficiency of testing
of CPSs and reduce the testing cost and time by following the
agile paradigm.
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II. REMOTE TESTING OF CPSS
A crucial question for a quality-oriented architecture in
a global context is which features we need to check at
which level of abstraction. Testing, as well as verification,
at the concrete level is more expensive than on an abstract
one, especially if some corresponding corrections within the
system are necessary. Thus, it makes more sense to have more
intensive testing at logical level to reduce the overall size of
test suite for the next levels as much as possible. In [31] we
have suggested to have three main meta-levels of abstraction:
• Abstract Level, where we operate on the logical ar-
chitecture of the system and an abstract model of the
environment, and test. the interoperability between logical
components of our architecture;
• Virtual Level, where distinguish software and hardware
architectures and operate on both virtual and real repre-
sentations of the hardware components. On this level we
test the interoperability between virtual and real systems.
• Cyber-Physical Level, where we operate on real system
components, and test the interoperability between real
systems that are physically present for testing.
One of the advantages of this approach is the conformity with
the ideas of Virtual Commissioning technology [5], [15], which
promises a more efficient handling of the complexity in assem-
bly systems. Another advantage is the conformity with the
top-down development methodology for the development of
safety-critical software, especially for the automotive domain,
cf. [8], [9], [29]. In our current work we apply the HCATD
methodology on each abstraction level, taking into account the
error-prone nature of the human tester’s tasks, and supporting
the tester in refining and optimising test sets on each abstrac-
tion level. To increase the productivity on the Virtual Level,
we can use facilities as the Virtual Interoperability Testing
Laboratory (VITELab, cf. [1], [32]), where the interoperability
simulation and testing are performed early and remotely. At
some level we need to switch from the pure abstract (logical)
representation of the system to a cyber-physical one, but during
a number of refinement steps we test (and refine) the system
or component using a virtual environment, and then continue
with testing in a real environment.
When we mark some system properties as too concrete
for the current specification layer and omit them to increase
the readability and the understandably of the model, we
have to check whether any important information about the
system might be lost due this omittance, on this level of
abstraction or in general. When we mark some system tests
as unnecessary/optional to increase efficiency of the testing
process, we have to check whether some important system
properties are not covered by the chosen test set. Thus, on each
abstraction level the traceability between the system properties
and the corresponding tests is crucial for our approach.
If the information is not important on the current level, it
could influence on the overall modelling result after some re-
finement steps, i.e., at more concrete levels that are more near
to the real system in the physical world. Therefore, specifying
system we should make all the decisions on abstraction in
the model transparent and track them explicitly – in the case
of contradiction between the model and the real system this
allows to find the problem easier and faster.
III. FORMAL CPS TESTING FRAMEWORK
In general, we can say that any system S can be completely
described by the set PROP(S) of its (cyber-physical) proper-
ties. On each level l of abstraction we can split PROP(S) into
two subsets: set LPROPl(S) of the properties reflected at this
level of abstraction, and set ABSTRl(S) of properties from
which we abstract at this level, knowingly or unknowingly. We
denote by ABSTRKNOWl(S) the properties of the system from
which we abstract intentionally and which we aim to track dur-
ing system development, ABSTRKNOWl(S) ⊆ ABSTRl(S).
For any abstraction level l the following holds:
LPROPl(S) ∪ ABSTRl(S) = PROP(S) and
LPROPl(S) ∩ ABSTRl(S) = ∅.
Each property p ∈ LPROPl(S) should be covered by the
corresponding tests on the level l. On the other hand, we
do not need to specify on this level any tests to cover the
properties from the set ABSTRl(S). Thus, we can say that
the set TESTSl(S) of tests required on the level l have to be
generated from the set LPROPl(S) (cf. also Figure 1).
With each refinement step we move some part of system’s
properties from the set ABSTR to the set LPROP. We can say
that in some sense the set ABSTR represent the termination
function for the modelling process: in the case l corresponds
to the real representation of the system, we get LPROPl(S) =
PROP(S) and ABSTRl(S) = ∅.
On each level l we use a number of assumptions on
environment of a system S. We denote this set of assumptions
by ENVASMl. In practice, we view the abstraction levels
as corresponding to stages in an imperfect process rather
than views which are kept complementary and consistent.
In comparison to the sets ABSTRKNOWl, it is unrealistic to
expect monotonicity between the number l and the cardinality
of the set ENVASMl: some assumptions on the environment
could become weaker or unnecessary with the next refinement
step, but for some assumptions stronger versions may be
needed or the system can require some new assumptions in
order to fulfil all its properties. However, it is important to trace
the changes of ENVASM on each level of modelling to find out
which properties of the model on which levels should be re-
tested, if on some refinement step l+1 a contradiction between
the ENVASMl and the real targeting environment will be found.
Thus, the collected assumption should be checked during the
testing phase, and if something is missed or incorrect, the
model should be changed accordingly to the results of the
testing.
IV. INTRODUCING HUMAN-CENTRED ASPECTS INTO CPS
TESTING FRAMEWORK
An agile software development process (ASDP) focuses on
facilitating early and fast production of working code [10],
[19], [36]. The corresponding ASDP models have support
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Fig. 1. Abstraction Levels of the Agile Combinatorial Test Design
iterative, incremental development of software. ASDP requires
agile testing practices and guidelines, cf. e.g., [11], [35].
The idea of an human-centered agile test design (HCATD)
was first introduced in the context of combinatorial test design
in [39]. Combinatorial test design (CTD, cf. [6], [7], [22], [40])
is an effective test planning technique, in which the space to
be tested, called a combinatorial model, is represented by a set
of parameters, their respective values and restrictions on the
value combinations. The main challenge of CDT is to optimise
the number of test cases, while ensuring the coverage of given
conditions. Tai and Lei [34] shown in their experimental work
that a test set covering all possible pairs of parameter values
can typically detect 50-75% of the bugs in a program. Kuhn
et al. [12] proved that typically all bugs can be revealed by
covering the interaction of 4-6 parameters. CTD approaches
can be applied at different phases and scopes of testing, includ-
ing end-to-end and system-level testing and feature-, service-
and application program interface-level testing. In [31] we
have suggested to apply an architecture-based combinatorial
testing approach for testing of CPSs, with the aim to increase
the architectural sustainability, in the sense of cost-effective
longevity and endurance, especially from the perspectives of
integration in a global context. In our current work we are
going further bringing the human-centred agile aspects to the
development process.
In CTD a system is modeled using a finite set of system pa-
rameters P = {A1, . . . ,An} together with their correspond-
ing associated values {V(A1), . . . ,V(An)}. Our interest is
in interactions between the different values of the parameters,
i.e., elements of the form I ⊆ ⋃m1 V(Ai), where at most one
value of each parameter may appear. An interaction of size
n (where some value of each system parameter appears) is a
scenario (or test). We say that a set of scenarios T covers a
set of interactions C if for every c ∈ C there is some t ∈ T ,
such that c ⊆ t.
A combinatorial model E of the system is a set of scenarios,
which defines all tests executable in the system. A test plan
is a triple P = (E , C, T ), where E is a combinatorial model,
C is a set of interactions called coverage requirements, and T
is a set of scenarios called tests, where T covers C.
One of the most standard coverage requirements is pair-
wise testing [17], [34]: considering every (executable) pair of
possible values of system parameters. In the above terms, a
pairwise test plan can be formulated as any pair of the form
P = (E , Cpair(E), T ), where Cpair is the set of all interactions
of size 2 which can be extended to scenarios from E .
Typically, the CTD methodology is applied in the following
stages. First the tester constructs a combinatorial model of the
system by providing a set scenarios which are executable in the
system. After choosing the coverage requirements, the second
stage is constructing a test plan, i.e., proposing a set of tests
over the model, so that full coverage with respect to a chosen
coverage strategy is achieved. More concretely, the goal of the
tester is to provide a valid test plan P = (E , C, T ). By the
validity property we mean here that
(i) T satisfies all coverage requirements in C, and
(ii) T is a subset of E .
However, errors are possible at both of these stages, especially
because of the human factor [4], [16], [30], [37]. Moreover,
error discovery in the test plan may cause the tester to return
to the model and refine it, and vice versa. The proposed term
‘agile planning’ reflects the iterative and incremental nature
of these two stages, based on the assumption that errors can
happen, both in the model and the test plan. Therefore, neither
correctness nor completeness of the combinatorial model is not
assumed at the stage of test planning, and the tester may go
back to refining the model at any point.
While in standard CTD approaches it is assumed that (i)
is satisfied before handling (ii), in HCATD they are handled
in parallel. Thus in our framework we do not assume its
availability (and correctness). Rather it is extracted iteratively
when the tester specifies a set of specific test cases T , as well
as some logical restrictions (in the form of formulas as defined
above) on the combinatorial model, which provide only partial
information about E . For this reason uncertainty is explicitly
represented in our framework by dividing the space of tests
into three basic types, according to the information available
from the tester:
(a) Validated: the tester confirmed these tests as executable
(according to some chosen confirmation strategy);
(b) Rejected: the tester rejected these tests as impossible or
irrelevant on the current abstraction level; and
(c) Uncertain: the tester has not classified these tests to be
validated/rejected, as not enough information has been
provided for the classification.
The final goal is a minimization of uncertainty by posing a
series of queries to tester aiming to confirm/reject tests.
Example Scenario: Let us consider a system in which there are
two robots R1 and R2 interacting with each other. Suppose that
on the abstraction level 0, the system is modeled as follows.
Each robot has a gripper which has a mode (GM1 and GM2)
– either open or closed (to hold an object). Each robot is in one
of the specified positions (P1 and P2), which is abstracted by
the finite set of possible values {pos1, pos2, pos3} (on further
meta-level more detailed positioning of the grippers might be
provided).
The most standard coverage requirement in the domain
of combinatorial test design is pairwise testing [17], [34]
considering every (executable) pair of possible values of
system parameters. Thus, let suppose the coverage requirement
is pairwise coverage for the example scenario. We specify
two meta-operation Give and Take to model the scenario
when one robot hands an object to another robot. A meta-
operation Give in which R1 gives an object to R2 can only be
performed when the grippers of both robots are in the same
position, the gripper of R1 is closed and the gripper of R2 is
open. This means that not not all test cases are executable and
further restrictions should be imposed. Suppose, however, that
the tester erroneously omits the information on the position,
providing only the logical condition GM1 = close and
GM2 = open for the system model.
This induces a system model (cf. Table I), in which all tests
may be marked as uncertain, i.e., not yet confirmed by tester.
The tester then goes on to construct a set of tests {t1, t2},
where
t1 = {P1 : pos1, P2 : pos1, GM1 : closed1, GM2 : open2}
and
t2 = {P1 : pos2, P2 : pos2, GM1 : closed1, GM2 : open2},
erroneously omitting a test case including pos3. Once the tester
TABLE I
EXAMPLE SCENARIO: SYSTEM MODEL
P1 P2 GM1 GM2
pos1 pos1 close open
pos1 pos2 close open
pos1 pos3 close open
pos2 pos1 close open
pos2 pos2 close open
pos2 pos3 close open
pos3 pos1 close open
pos3 pos2 close open
pos3 pos3 close open
pos2 pos2 close open
submits the test plan, the two tests are marked as validated by
the tester. At this point the tester’s mistake may be discovered,
as pairwise coverage is not achieved: e.g., the interactions
{P1 : pos1, P2 : pos2} and {P1 : pos3, P2 : pos3} remain
uncovered. This can be either due to the fact that the tester
considered non-executable tests as possible (as in the first
interaction), or forgot to add some tests (as in the second
interaction).
Our framework provides a human-oriented solution to this
kind of problems: the corresponding query from the framework
could prompt the tester to either update the logical condition
with P1 = P2 (thus removing the interaction {P1 : pos1, P2 :
pos2} from coverage requirements) or extend the test plan with
the test {P1 : pos3, P2 : pos3, GM1 : close1, GM2 : open2}.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented our ongoing work on human-
centred testing of CPSs. We integrate the ideas of refinement-
based development and the agile combinatorial test design,
a human-centred methodology, which takes into account the
human tester’s possible mistakes and supports revision and
refinement. We also aim at increasing of the readability and
understandability of tests, to conform with the ideas of human-
oriented software development, cf. [26], [27], [33]. The sug-
gested approach can significantly increase efficiency of testing
of CPSs and reduce the testing cost and time by following
the agile paradigm and providing an interactive support to the
tester.
While in agile CTD an iterative process concerns only the
interaction between a model and a test plan, in the current
framework we have several inter-related levels of abstraction
and their corresponding test plans. Incorporating an human-
centred iterative process of refinement into the framework
leads to a number of interesting questions. How does the
refinement of the system model on one of the meta-levels of
abstraction (abstract, virtual, cyber-physical) affect the other
levels? How does a refinement of a test plan for one of the
levels affect the other test plans? How can “propagation” of
errors and of their correction be formalised? These questions
provide us the main directions for our future work.
A further future work direction is an implementation of a
tool prototype for the proposed framework. To this end we
plan to extend the environment of IBM Functional Coverage
Unified Solution (IBM FoCuS, cf. [21], [38]), which is a tool
for test-oriented system modelling, which main functions are
model based test planning and functional coverage analysis.
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